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Part One

IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION AND SYNTHESIS

10949 02 Self-consistent deep learning-based boosting of 4D cone-beam computed tomography reconstruction [10949-1]

10949 03 Image-domain multi-material decomposition for dual-energy CT with non-convex sparsity regularization [10949-2]

10949 04 Non-learning based deep parallel MRI reconstruction (NLDpMRI) [10949-3]

10949 05 Unpaired whole-body MR to CT synthesis with correlation coefficient constrained adversarial learning [10949-4]

10949 06 Iterative reconstruction for low dose CT using Plug-and-Play alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) framework [10949-5]

DEEP LEARNING: SEGMENTATION

10949 07 Two-level training of a 3D U-Net for accurate segmentation of the intra-cochlear anatomy in head CTs with limited ground truth training data [10949-6]

10949 08 Improving splenomegaly segmentation by learning from heterogeneous multi-source labels [10949-7]

10949 09 Simultaneous MR knee image segmentation and bias field correction using deep learning and partial convolution [10949-8]

10949 0A Distributed deep learning for robust multi-site segmentation of CT imaging after traumatic brain injury [10949-9]

10949 0B Improving V-Nets for multi-class abdominal organ segmentation [10949-10]
A fully automated CT-based airway segmentation algorithm using deep learning and topological leakage detection and branch augmentation approaches [10949-11]

**IMAGE ENHANCEMENT AND MODELING**

10949 0D Multi-modal image fusion for multispectral super-resolution in microscopy [10949-12]

10949 0E Sharpness preserved sinogram synthesis using convolutional neural network for sparse-view CT imaging [10949-13]

10949 0F Deep residual dense U-Net for resolution enhancement in accelerated MRI acquisition [10949-14]

10949 0G Artificial neural network filters for enhancing 3D optical microscopy images of neurites [10949-15]

10949 0H Volumetric texture modeling using dominant and discriminative binary patterns [10949-16]

**BRAIN: SHAPES AND BIOMARKERS**

10949 0I Regularized topological data analysis for extraction of coherent brain regions [10949-17]

10949 0J Automatic quality control using hierarchical shape analysis for cerebellum parcellation [10949-18]

10949 0K Cerebellum parcellation with convolutional neural networks [10949-19]

10949 0L Model selection for spatiotemporal modeling of early childhood sub-cortical development [10949-20]

**FMRI AND DTI**

10949 0M Detecting connectivity changes in autism spectrum disorder using large-scale Granger causality [10949-21]

10949 0N Brain network identification in asynchronous task fMRI data using robust and scalable tensor decomposition [10949-22]

10949 0O Harmonizing 1.5T/3T diffusion weighted MRI through development of deep learning stabilized microarchitecture estimators [10949-23]

10949 0P Improved estimation of dynamic connectivity from resting-state fMRI data [10949-24]

10949 0Q Longitudinal structural connectivity in the developing brain with projective non-negative matrix factorization [10949-25]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keynote and Highlights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PADDIT: Probabilistic Augmentation of Data using Diffeomorphic Image Transformation</strong> [10949-27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effect of statistical mismatch between training and test images for CNN-based deformable registration</strong> [10949-28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Segmentation of corneal optical coherence tomography images using randomized Hough transform</strong> [10949-29]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MACHINE LEARNING FOR CLINICAL PREDICTION**

| **Reproducible evaluation of methods for predicting progression to Alzheimer's disease from clinical and neuroimaging data** [10949-30] |
| **Reduction of unnecessary thyroid biopsies using deep learning** [10949-31] |
| **Direct prediction of cardiovascular mortality from low-dose chest CT using deep learning** [10949-32] |
| **Spatial integration of radiology and pathology images to characterize breast cancer aggressiveness on pre-surgical MRI** [10949-33] |
| **A computational method to aid the detection and annotation of pleural lesions in CT images of the thorax** [10949-34] |

**CLASSIFICATION**

| **Body part and imaging modality classification for a general radiology cognitive assistant** [10949-35] |
| **Interpretable explanations of black box classifiers applied on medical images by meaningful perturbations using variational autoencoders** [10949-36] |
| **Fourier decomposition free-breathing \(^{1}\)H MRI perfusion maps in asthma** [10949-37] |
| **Localization and labeling of cervical vertebral bones in the micro-CT images of rabbit fetuses using a 3D deep convolutional neural network** [10949-38] |
| **Quantitative and qualitative methods for efficient evaluation of multiple 3D organ segmentations** [10949-39] |
CARDIAC IMAGING

10949 16 Automatic cardiac landmark localization by a recurrent neural network [10949-41]
10949 17 Coronary calcium detection using 3D attention identical dual deep network based on weakly supervised learning [10949-42]
10949 18 Semi-automatic aortic valve tract segmentation in 3D cardiac magnetic resonance images using shape-based B-spline explicit active surfaces [10949-43]
10949 19 Towards increased trustworthiness of deep learning segmentation methods on cardiac MRI [10949-44]

REGISTRATION AND MOTION

10949 1B Unsupervised learning for large motion thoracic CT follow-up registration [10949-47]
10949 1C Progressively growing convolutional networks for end-to-end deformable image registration [10949-48]
10949 1D Accurate registration of in vivo time-lapse images [10949-49]
10949 1E Analysis of the kinematic motion of the wrist from 4D magnetic resonance imaging [10949-50]
10949 1F Automatic left ventricular segmentation in 4D interventional ultrasound data using a patient-specific temporal synchronized shape prior [10949-51]
10949 1G Lung cancer detection using co-learning from chest CT images and clinical demographics [10949-122]

DEEP LEARNING: LESIONS AND PATHOLOGIES

10949 1H Unsupervised brain lesion segmentation from MRI using a convolutional autoencoder [10949-52]
10949 1I Fully automated unruptured intracranial aneurysm detection and segmentation from digital subtraction angiography series using an end-to-end spatiotemporal deep neural network [10949-53]
10949 1J CT synthesis from MR images for orthopedic applications in the lower arm using a conditional generative adversarial network [10949-54]
10949 1K Weakly supervised fully convolutional network for PET lesion segmentation [10949-55]
10949 1L Lesion focused super-resolution [10949-56]
Variational autoencoding tissue response to microenvironment perturbation [10949-57]

Approximation of a pipeline of unsupervised retina image analysis methods with a CNN [10949-58]

Segmentation of corneal optical coherence tomography images using Graph Search and Radon transform [10949-59]

Framework for the co-registration of MRI and histology images in prostate cancer patients with radical prostatectomy [10949-60]

Predicting histopathological findings of gastric cancer via deep generalized multi-instance learning [10949-61]

Objects characterization-based approach to enhance detection of degree of malignancy in breast cancer histopathology [10949-62]

Bayesian inference for uncertainty quantification in point-based deformable image registration [10949-46]

3D bifurcations characterization for intra-cranial aneurysms prediction [10949-63]

Shape-based three-dimensional body composition extrapolation using multimodality registration [10949-64]

Optimal input configuration of dynamic contrast enhanced MRI in convolutional neural networks for liver segmentation [10949-65]

Incorporating CT prior information in the robust fuzzy C-means algorithm for QSPECT image segmentation [10949-66]

Automatic two-chamber segmentation in cardiac CTA using 3D fully convolutional neural networks [10949-67]

Multiscale deep desmoking for laparoscopic surgery [10949-68]

Subvoxel vessel wall thickness measurements from vessel wall MR images [10949-69]

Choroid segmentation in OCT images based on improved U-net [10949-71]

Towards machine learning prediction of deep brain stimulation (DBS) intra-operative efficacy maps (Best Student Paper Award) [10949-72]
Automated segmentation of the optic disc using the deep learning

Generation of retinal OCT images with diseases based on cGAN

A probabilistic approach for the registration of images with missing correspondences

Active shape dictionary for automatic segmentation of pathological lung in low-dose CT image

A generative-predictive framework to capture altered brain activity in fMRI and its association with genetic risk: application to Schizophrenia

Stack-U-Net: refinement network for improved optic disc and cup image segmentation

Left ventricle segmentation in LGE-MRI using multiclass learning

A CNN based retinal regression model for Bruch’s membrane opening detection

Robust harmonic field based tooth segmentation in real-life noisy scanned mesh

Bioresorbable scaffold visualization in IVOCT images using CNNs and weakly supervised localization

Simultaneous and automatic two surface detection of renal cortex in 3D CT images by enhanced sparse shape composition

Predicting cognitive scores from resting fMRI data and geometric features of the brain

The segmentation of bladder cancer using the voxel-features-based method

Multi-coil magnetic resonance imaging reconstruction with a Markov random field prior

Tissue segmentation in volumetric laser endomicroscopy data using FusionNet and a domain-specific loss function

Projection image-to-image translation in hybrid x-ray/MR imaging

Deep learning based classification for metastasis of hepatocellular carcinoma with microscopic images

Improving myocardium segmentation in cardiac CT angiography using spectral information

Automatic dental root CBCT image segmentation based on CNN and level set method
Automatic rat brain segmentation from MRI using statistical shape models and random forest

Semantic segmentation of computed tomography for radiotherapy with deep learning: compensating insufficient annotation quality using contour augmentation

An automatic end-to-end pipeline for CT image-based EGFR mutation status classification

Sparse low-dimensional causal modeling for the analysis of brain function

Automated prostate segmentation of volumetric CT images using 3D deeply supervised dilated FCN

MRI-based synthetic CT generation using deep convolutional neural network

Montage based 3D medical image retrieval from traumatic brain injury cohort using deep convolutional neural network

Reproducibility evaluation of SLANT whole brain segmentation across clinical magnetic resonance imaging protocols

Group-wise alignment of resting fMRI in space and time

A robust index for global tissue deformation analysis in ultrasound images

Nuclei counting in microscopy images with three dimensional generative adversarial networks

Cycle-consistent 3D-generative adversarial network for virtual bowel cleansing in CT colonography

Robust discomfort detection for infants using an unsupervised roll estimation

Automatic detection of the region of interest in corneal endothelium images using dense convolutional neural networks

Pulmonary lobar segmentation from computed tomography scans based on a statistical finite element analysis of lobe shape

Fully automated detection and quantification of multiple retinal lesions in OCT volumes based on deep learning and improved DRLSE

Is hippocampus getting bumpier with age: a quantitative analysis of fine-scale dentational feature under the hippocampus on 552 healthy subjects

Local and global transformations to improve learning of medical images applied to chest radiographs

Region-guided adversarial learning for anatomical landmark detection in uterus ultrasound image
10949 3B  The impact of MRI-CT registration errors on deep learning-based synthetic CT generation [10949-116]

10949 3C  Evolutionary multi-objective meta-optimization of deformation and tissue removal parameters improves the performance of deformable image registration of pre- and post-surgery images (Cum Laude Poster Award) [10949-117]

10949 3A  Renal parenchyma segmentation from abdominal CT images using multi-atlas method with intensity and shape constraints [10949-118]

10949 3B  Discrimination of benign and malignant pulmonary tumors in computed tomography: effective priori information of fast learning network architecture [10949-119]

10949 3C  Constructing an average geometry and diffusion tensor magnetic resonance field from freshly explanted porcine hearts [10949-120]

10949 3D  Orbital bone segmentation in head and neck CT images using multi-gray level fully convolutional networks [10949-121]

10949 3E  Semi-automatic segmentation of JIA-induced inflammation in MRI images of ankle joints [10949-123]

10949 3G  Obtaining the potential number of models/atlases needed for capturing anatomic variations in population images [10949-125]

10949 3H  Evaluating the impact of intensity normalization on MR image synthesis [10949-126]

10949 3J  The utility of deep learning: evaluation of a convolutional neural network for detection of intracranial bleeds on non-contrast head computed tomography studies [10949-128]

10949 3K  Offset regression networks for view plane estimation in 3D fetal ultrasound [10949-129]